Abstract -In this paper a learning method is described which enables a conventional industrial robot to accurately execute the teach-in path in presence of dynamical effects and high speed. After training the system is capable of generating positional commands that in combination with the standard robot controller lead the robot along the desired trajectory. The mean path deviations are reduced to a factor of 20 for our test configuration. For low speed motion the learned controllers' accuracy is in the range of the resolution of the positional encoders. The learned controller does not depend on specific trajectories. It acts as a general controller that can be used for non-recurring tasks as well as for sensor-based planned paths. For repetitive control tasks accuracy can be even increased. Such improvements are caused by a three level structure estimating a simple process model, optimal a posteriori commands, and a suitable feedforward controller, the latter including neural networks for the representation of nonlinear behaviour. The learning system is demonstrated in experiments with a Manutec R2 industrial robot. After training with only two sample trajectories the learned control system is applied to other totally different paths which are executed with high precision as well.
INTRODUCTION
Existing industrial robots are able to perform fast and accurate movements. But it takes a lot of effort to teach such paths. In practice, off-line programmed trajectories are modified manually because the trajectory programmed by a static teach-in process deviates from the executed one due to dynamical effects especially in case of high speed movements. After this manual modification procedure the path will be executed with high accuracy since industrial robots are usually stiff.
If the off-line programmed paths are refined by sensor-based path planning as in [2] or [6] , the influence of statical inaccuracies due to gravity or mismatch of kinematic parameters usually diappears. This is valid for all sensors which detect the difference between the robot endeffector and the desired position, e. g. robot-mounted sensory devices. Statical path deviations occur only with sensors expressing the target path with respect to a distant reference point.
Other inaccuracies are due to dynamical effects as acceleration, coriolis, or centrifugal forces. Therefore, in this work a learning method is presented which minimizes dynamical path errors. In Figure 2 such path deviations are demonstrated for the robot of Figure 1 . The task is programmed as a horizontal and a vertical circle of the tool center point, to be executed with 500 mm/s while maintaining the orientation. This yields dynamical path errors up to 12 mm.
Improving the path accuracy with learning methods has been worked on before (see e. g. [1] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [7] , [12] , [14] , [15] , [16] ) but was, so far, restricted to repetitive control of the trajectory used for training (trajectory learning) or, to low dimensional problems. In this paper learning is extended to the behaviour of a six axis robot, in order to improve different off-line programmed paths after learning a single path thereby acquiring the robot dynamics.
This paper is structured according to the training procedure in which the following steps have to be executed:
1. Execution of a low speed training trajectory (for which couplings are of little importance) 2. Estimation of coarse (linear) process models for all joints (sect. 2.1) 3. Execution of a high speed training trajectory demonstrating linear and nonlinear behaviour 4. A posteriori estimation of the optimal commands for this path (sect. 2.2) 5. Estimation of independent linear feedforward controllers executing these commands (sect. 3.1) 6. Execution of a high speed training trajectory using these feedforward controllers 7. A posteriori estimation of the optimal commands for this path 8. Training of neural nets for compensation of nonlinear couplings which are not considered in the linear approach of step 5 (sect. 3.2) 9. Execution of a high speed training trajectory using the feedforward controllers and the neural nets Learning will be improved if steps 4 to 6 are repeated iteratively before the training procedure is continued. Similarly iterative learning is proposed for steps 7 to 9. In both cases learning is continued until no more improvements are achieved. The learned behaviour turns out to be effective in the whole workspace, at least for the linear part. Please note that this feature goes beyond trajectory learning which is expressed by repeated execution until step 4 (chapt. 2.). The hardware setup is explained in more detail in [9] . The robot is moved by commanded joint angles of the learned controller stabilized by the internal standard robot cascaded controller. As output the measured values of the motor encoders of the robot are used. In [10] it is proved that the encoder values are sufficient to represent dynamical pose deviations of the tool center point, the measurement errors being about 0.1 mm. The learning controller can be computed outside on another computer or be incorporated in standard industrial robot controllers.
LEARNING OF GIVEN ROBOT TRAJECTORIES
There are two possibilities for trajectory learning. Most authors define operators to modify control actions from one execution of the task to the next iteration. These operators have to assure convergence of the learning system. The other approach is to use a known process model being the optimal operator. The method presented here builds such a model and then uses it to iteratively estimate positional control actions optimal for the trained trajectory (see Figure 3 ). Compared to learning of motor torques this approach might be preferred, because the transfer function is asymptotically stable and insensitive to noise or modelling errors. Because of the iterative procedure a time-discrete, decoupled, and even linear view is allowed for trajectory control. On the other hand the required positional control system is standard and mostly well tuned for industrial robots.
Identification of a Simple Model
The model is represented by a linear decoupled impulse response function with elements g ∧ i for each joint, predicting the actual joint position y(k + 1) at time instant k + 1, caused by positional joint commands u of the preceding time steps.
This equation takes into account a delay-time of n t sampling instants because of signal processing. It further assumes that the system is stable, so that the impulse response function can be approximated by n g elements. The resulting error is tolerable since only changes in position have consequences. An element g ∧ 0 is provided to prevent inferior learning because of neglecting nonlinear couplings or quantization errors of the robot interface.
For estimation of the elements g ∧ i a recursive Kalman filter is used which, in extension to usual least-square algorithms, can take into account the variance of noise (see [13] ).
The trajectory used for identification is restricted to moderate speed to reduce the influence of coriolis or centrifugal forces. In addition a stochastical excitation (arrow from the bottom in Figure 3 ) is added to the path commands improving the high frequency response of the model. The mean representational error for prediction from g 0 (k) to y(k + n g + 1) is about 0.5 % of the related mean movement. The model is therefore well suited for generation of optimal commands in the next section, although the trajectory used for training had only 200 sampling steps.
A Posteriori Generation of Optimized Trajectory Commands
Trajectory learning is proposed after execution of a path (a posteriori), since the required control error
from the desired path w(k) is not available, when the control actions u(k -i) with i > 0, causing y(k), are commanded. On the other hand there is no generalization intended from the modification of u(k -i) to future commands. Learning assumes knowledge about which control action has to be modified in case of a control error at time instant k. This knowledge is provided by the model distributing the modifications in relation to the elements of the estimated impulse response function. For multiple control errors at all N time steps this yields a system of equations
with the modifications 1 )
Instead of solving equation (3) estimation of the modifications is proposed using an inverse Kalman filter (see e. g. [13] ). This allows consideration of noise in the measurements and of model errors, both being roughly calculated by comparing real measurements and predictions by the model. Another advantage is, that a version of the inverse Kalman filter could be derived with a computational effort being only proportional to the length N of the trajectory. This yields essential acceleration of the optimization since N > > n g .
Learning is performed iteratively, i. e. after modification the new path commands are executed yielding less control errors than before. The experiments with the robot of Figure 1 are demonstrated in Figure 5 . The improvements are not limited by the model accuracy, instead the model has to detect only the required direction of modifications. So the resulting precision of the trajectory is limited only by the resolution of the encoders for low speed. For high speed, model errors become noticeable.
For typical paths the initial error is approximately the joint angle covered in 80 ms. For high speed this corresponds to 50 mrad or so. After 20 iterations it is reduced to about 0.1 mrad. Expressed as cartesian path error meaning the deviation perpendicular to the direction of movement, the mean error is about 0.1 mm or even 0.05 mm as in the 3rd column of Table 1 for the speed of 375 mm/s. This corresponds to an improvement by a factor of 40.
Comparing Figure 6 and Figure 2 illustrates that learning results in modifications of commands in the opposite direction of the errors observed without learning. So before learning commands and desired positions coincide whereas after training actual and desired position are almost identical.
To guarantee convergence of the iterative procedure the condition
has to be met where G(ω) is the real transfer function of one joint of the controlled robot and G
(ω) is the operator representing the estimation of ∆u(ω) from e(ω) according to equation (3) . Violation of equation (5) only happens for frequencies near the sampling rate which are not as well represented by the model. It turns out however, that in most cases weakening of high frequency actions is not optimal either. That is because smoothing affects desired modifications as well and therefore should be used carefully. 
LEARNING OF GENERAL ROBOT BEHAVIOUR
So far, a variation of the well known trajectory learning is demonstrated. The advantage of the approach presented is the possibility to extend it to the learning of the robot behaviour instead of a single trajectory. So, also for trajectories which are still unknown during the learning phase, the commands can be on-line modified during execution thus reducing the path error substantially. For a behavioural reaction, modifications of commands have to be represented independently of the current trajectory. It turns out to be successful if the modifications are mapped in relation to the future desired path. This means that feedforward control is sufficient, not demanding feedback control. The changed structure of the whole learning system is shown in Figure 7 .
It is similar to Figure 3 . Just the lower left part is changed, i. e. the memory of modified path commands is replaced by a feedforward controller which outputs a summation of the original path and a learned feedforward signal due to the dynamics. Figure 7 can be summarized as a hierarchical structure with three levels for learning, but only one for control. The levels of learning, except for the intermediate one, consist of a training module and a memory, each. In contrast the second learning level just processes information and passes it to the lowermost module for updating after each learning step. In contrast to Figure 3 the system is no longer regarded to be decoupled. So simple lines do not represent single joint values but the whole set. By that means the controller of joint j can compensate effects that are caused by other joints, too.
Different approaches are possible for the controller. The simplest case are independent linear feedforward controllers for the individual joints. This is implemented in sect. 3.1. A better solution may be independent nonlinear controllers. This is not discussed here because the remaining errors after linear compensation seem to stem from nonlinear couplings between the individual joints. So nonlinear controllers which take into account several joints are introduced in sect. 3.2.
Linear Feedforward Control
The simplest approach has a controller structure similar to the model in equation (1) . So the commanded positions of one joint are
with n w controller parameters r i weighing future desired positions with respect to the actual value. This approach can be seen as an anticausal inversion of the model. So it may be superior to any causal controller which only considers actual or past information about the desired or the actual path. Knowledge of future path data is absolutely necessary for compensation of dynamical delays.
Learning of this controller is quite simple because of the parameter-adaptive setup. The task is to estimate the parameters r i of equation (6) (6) . So the error of estimation has to be examined to adapt the structure. It turns out to be sufficient, if the number of considered subsequent sampling points of the desired path n w is identical to the regarded length of the impulse response function n g . Information of past time instants as the history of the desired or the actual path is not advantageous for our robot as the internal control reduces all deviations in an efficient way. Only for large contact forces special considerations prove to be useful (see [10] ).
Unlike the identification of the model there is no excitation required for the estimation of the controller parameters to improve convergence. That is because the total controller output has to be represented after training, whereas the internal parameters are of no importance. It is sufficient to learn from one or several trajectories covering the scope of possible movements.
Experiments with behavioural learning using always the same training trajectory show that pose errors for this path are reduced as well as during trajectory learning in Figure 5 . About 10 iterations are sufficient.
For the spatial path of Figure 2 appropriate commands are executed as well after training with this trajectory. In this case however, compensation of dynamical effects is only possible for a setup in joint space, not in cartesain space. The optimal modifications to the desired path according to Figure 6 are maximal in the x-direction when moving in the y-z-plane. So in the cartesian space such path errors cannot be reduced by independent feedforward controllers. In joint space however, the compensation can be represented by equation (6) without consideration of couplings. This shows that learning in cartesian space is inferior to the proposed approach. Table 1 compares the original robot behaviour (2nd column) with the learned trajectory commands of chapter 2. (3rd column) and the compensated robot behaviour of this section (4th column) using different criteria of performance. All training begins with the unlearned state. Improvements are substantial, trajectory learning exceeding the performance of behavioural learning by a factor of two for the training path. This is not error criterion without learning mod. of commands feedforward control sursprising since so far the compensation is reduced to linear, position independent, and decoupled behaviour (equation (6)).
On the other hand after training of one trajectory, other paths can be compensated, too, even with a different speed as shown in Table 2 .
It turns out that after initial learning, which normally would be executed after installation or servicing of the robot, all pose errors are reduced substantially, regardless of the shape of the path (circles or rectangles), the orientation of the gripper (upside as in Figure 1 or opposite), or the speed. 2 )
Regarding the range of paths it can be said that the acceleration limits of the robot are reached, so that faster movements are not possible. The two lowermost paths in Table 2 cover maximal changes of the inertia of joint 1, from small values of x according to maximal joint speed to an almost singular configuration with big values of x.
Orientation of the gripper was held constant for all experiments. So joint 4 was not moved, thus disabling any improvement by feedforward control.
The final pose accuracy of about 0.2 mm (path accuracy is about half as much) is limited by the trajectories used for learning and by the structure of the controller. So the 4th column of Table 1 as well as Table 2 show the result of a training that was performed using the two uppermost paths of Table 2 . Training with the first path only leads to about 20% higher errors resulting from too specialized learning.
Concerning the controller structure nonlinear independent controllers for the individual joints promise only little improvement since paths with large changes in position and inertia are performed quite well. On the other hand couplings are noticeable at least for the 4th joint. The joint is affected by accelerations of the first joint (see Figure 1) causing deteriorations which cannot be compensated by independent behavioural learning. During acceleration and deceleration this creates ramps of the pose error deformed by the integrative feature of the internal controller. So deviations of joint 4 due to acceleration of Figure 8 . Pose error of joint 4 during independent feedforward control of all joints joint 1 are reduced after two sampling steps yielding an overshoot when the initial acceleration phase of joint 1 is terminated (see Figure 8 ).
Neural Networks for Compensation of Nonlinear Effects
In this section the method to reduce such couplings is described. For a better understanding the analytic description of the dynamic structure is set up first.
Here ϕ i is a joint angle, influenced by the corresponding joint torque τ i , by coriolis and centrifugal forces v i , by gravity γ i , and by accelerations of the other joint angles ϕ j . These influences are highly nonlinear, on one side because of the elements of the mass matrix m ii depending on the overall configuration, on the other side because of nonlinearities in the coupling elements themselves. In our case accelerations of the 1st joint affect the 4th joint in relation to the orientation, thus meaning the opposite influence for a hanging gripper than for a standing configuration (see Figure 1 ). It is difficult to learn the compensation of all possible couplings as easy as in the previous section as long as a detailed analytical description of the robot and the internal controller is unknown. Therefore the dominant couplings have to be selected and trained for a small number of trajectories only. Table 1 shows that main errors after independent feedforward control remain for joints 4 to 6, since the other motors are more powerful and thus insensitive to couplings. On the other hand joint 6 is not influenced by other joints because of the symmetric construction. So decoupling can be reduced to joints 4 and 5.
It can be assumed further that deviations of these joints caused by couplings stem essentially from accelerations and less from coriolis, centrifugal, or gravity forces, because slowly changing influences have no effect due to the integral part of the internal controller.
The robot configuration, expressed by joint angles 2 to 5, and the corresponding accelerations are sufficient to describe the couplings. The structure of the robot (see Figure 1) shows that for joint 4 only the acceleration of joint 1 is significant, whereas joint 5 is affected by accelerations of joint 2 and 3.
For feedforward control as in section 3.1 the values at different time instants are required. Because of slow changes in the configuration this is only valid for the accelerations which can be computed by temporal differences.
This yields
and
as inputs for the nonlinear feedforward controllers of joints 4 and 5, respectively. As implementation for learning and representation of the nonlinear behaviour performance-adaptive systems are more general than parameter-adaptive methods. Multilayer perceptrons with sigmoid activation functions turn out to be adequate. They are designed here with two hidden layers with 7 (8) and 3 (3) neurons respectively, and one output neuron (values for joint 5 in parentheses). All neurons possess bias terms resulting in 133 and 231 trainable weights for the nonlinear controllers of joint 4 and joint 5, respectively.
These nets are arranged parallel to the controllers of section 3.1 meaning a structure similar to Figure 9 . This allows the net output to be mapped to a small range, thereby increasing the resolution. Moreover, since the output range represents an upper bound for the errors that can be produced by the net, the small range will guarantee minimal deteriorations in case of misrepresentation of training data. (6)) Learning is done after convergence of the independent feedforward controllers, i. e. when the cause for the couplings remains unchanged. It is performed in the same way as for the linear feedforward controller, i. e. a desired command is estimated in the intermediate level of Figure 7 and serves as target value for the training of the controller. For the training of the net the output of the linear part is subtracted from this target.
As training algorithm standard back-propagation is tested but not used. Instead algorithms derived from optimization theory proved to be appropriate, as are a truncated Newton method or an extended Kalman filter [11] .
Learning of nonlinear compensation for the path of Figure 2 is reported in Table 3 Table 3 . Improvement by compensation of couplings using a neural net (cpu-time is stated for a R4000 processor) Although this figure is impressive it has no practical use. It makes no sense to train neural nets for a special trajectory as the method of chapter 2. will be superior in any case. Feedforward control of nonlinear behaviour will only be clever for untrained paths. Unfortunately the generalization is not as wide as in the linear case. Neural nets are only favourable in vicinity of the trajectory used for training. Therefore they can be recom-mended only for inaccurately specified paths which are modified on-line according to sensor data.
To demonstrate this, the training for Table 3 is repeated, this time without using the nominal path but with trajectories shifted relating to the cartesian directions by 50 mm (see Figure 11 for the paths shifted in the x-y-plane.) Altogether training data are 6 times as much as for Table 3 . The learned nonlinear feedforward control for the untrained nominal trajectory proves to be similar to the previous experiment. Pose errors of 0.108 mrad and 0.272 mrad are achieved for the 4th and the 5th joint, respectively.
CONCLUSION
The paper presents an off-line learning method for positional control of a robot reducing the path error of arbitrary but realizable trajectories to about 0.1 mm. Training needs to be done only once after installation or servicing of the robot. An extension to on-line learning is possible (see [8] ).
The training sequence and procedure are summarized in chapt. 1.. After the training path accuracy is substantially improved for trained and non-trained paths as the dynamical behaviour of the robot can be transferred. Only the compensation of couplings between the joints is limited to trajectories which are similar to the training path. In the moment a prestructured net approach is under developement which is able to represent the whole nonlinear robot behaviour after training of some selected training paths.
For repetitive paths as found in industrial applications, learning can be continued by direct modification of commands according to chapt. 2. (trajectory learning). The first run will be executed using feedforward control. Therefore the huge errors of Figure 5 (solid and dashed line) during the first learning iterations do not appear. After training manual modifications by an operator are not necessary anymore.
Then it is either possible to follow off-line programmed trajectories which are statically modified because of sensed deviations. Or it is possible to track on-line sensed paths. In that case a predictive sensor is recommended allowing feedforward control as is the case for the off-line defined paths.
The experiments were executed with a Manutec R2 industrial robot and ist standard controller. Measurements were taken using the internal motor encoders. Similar learning results can be expected for other robots and other robot controllers, as the techniques developed here are fairly general.
